TO FIND THE CORRELATION BETWEEN FINAL RESULTS AND MARKS GAINED IN THE WRITTEN AND ORAL PARTS OF THE 1964 SENIOR GERMAN EXAMINATION, THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS OF 674 CANDIDATES WERE EXAMINED. THIS EXAMINATION, HELD AFTER THE FOURTH YEAR OF SECONDARY SCHOOLING AND USED AS A BASIS FOR UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND MATRICULATION, CONSISTED OF--(1) THE ORAL PART (PREPARED AND UNPREPARED READING, AND DICTATION) CARRIES 10 PERCENT, AND (2) THE WRITTEN PART (A 3-HOUR PAPER) CARRIES 90 PERCENT. THERE WAS A HIGH CORRELATION BETWEEN WRITTEN AND final RESULTS IN THAT 95.25 PERCENT OF ALL CANDIDATES HAD THE SAME final AS WRITTEN GRADE, BUT only 54.3 PERCENT HAD THE SAME final AS ORAL GRADE. Of those who passed in the final result, 94.3 PERCENT also passed the oral, and 56.6 PERCENT of those who failed in the final also failed the oral. The highest correlation is at the two extremes--of those who obtained a final "A," none failed the oral, and of those who failed the oral, none gained a final "A." Of the final "A" students, 81.4 PERCENT gained an "A" for the dictation, but only 57.2 PERCENT an "A" for the reading. Of those who failed in the final, only 14.6 PERCENT failed the reading, but 75.3 PERCENT failed the dictation. Detailed figures are found in eight appendixes. This article is published in "Babel," volume 2, number 2, July 1966. (AUTHOR)
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Examiners entering the results of written and oral examinations in modern languages must often have been struck by what seems to be a very high correlation between written and oral results. Again and again it will be noticed that a candidate who has gained very good results in the written paper also gained very good marks in the oral, or that a candidate who failed badly in the oral also failed badly in the written paper.

Obviously, however, the examples of close correlation that catch the eye of the examiners are extreme cases. Is the same correlation apparent in the middle range of marks? Can the impression of close correlation in the very high and very low range of marks really stand up to statistical examination?

In order to obtain a reasonably definitive answer to these questions, I have undertaken a detailed comparison of the marks gained in the written and oral examinations in German at the 1964 Queensland Senior Public Examinations. The results of this comparison are set out below. But first a word about the examination itself.

In Queensland the Senior Public Examination is held annually, normally in November, after the fourth year of secondary schooling. Matriculation to the Queensland University is obtained on the results in the Senior Public Examination.

The Senior German Examination consists of two parts: an oral examination, carrying 10% (30 marking points), and a three hour written paper, carrying 90% (270 marking points) of the total marks. In 1966 and subsequent years, the oral part will carry 15% and the written paper 85% of the total marks.

The marking points of each candidate are added, converted into a percentage and graded on the following basis: 'A' = 80 - 100%, 'B' = 66 - 79%, 'C' = 50 - 65%, 'P' = 45 - 49% and 'N' = 0 - 44%. The candidates are informed of their final grade only and not of their percentage score. The grade 'P' was introduced only in the 1964 examination and indicates that a candidate has passed at Senior level but failed to matriculate in this subject. For the purpose of this survey, 'P' and 'N' are grouped together as 'N' (0 - 49%), 'pass' shall mean a score of 50% or better and 'fail' shall mean a score of less than 50%.

*Mr. Diefenbach is a tutor in German at the University of Queensland.
The oral part of the Senior German examination is compulsory and in 1964 only seven candidates (approximately 1% of all candidates) were granted exemptions from the oral examinations. These candidates either lived in such a remote area as to be virtually inaccessible to the examiner or they submitted a medical certificate showing they were unable to attend the oral examination because of illness. The figures in this survey are based on the results of 674 candidates who sat for both parts of the 1964 Senior German examination.

Correlation of results.

As the written paper carries 90% and the oral section only 10% of the total marks, it is fairly obvious that the final grade will almost always be the same as the grade gained in the written paper. In fact, 95.25% of all candidates obtained the same grade in the final result as in the written paper, but only slightly more than half the candidates (54.3%) obtained the same final grade as oral grade. (Appendix A.)

Influence of the oral marks.

As was shown above, 4.75% or 31 candidates did not have the same final as written grade because of their performance in the oral. They were all 'borderline cases' and the following are some typical examples. One candidate obtained 173 marking points (63% or 'C') for his written paper and 26.5 marking points for the oral, making a total of 200 marking points (66%), thus raising his final grade to a 'B'. Another candidate gained 133 marking points (49% or 'P') for his written paper and 18.5 marking points for the oral; this brought his total marking points to 152 (51%) and raised his final grade to a 'C'. Here are the figures for a candidate who had his final grade lowered: written paper: 185 marking points (68% or 'B'); oral: 11 marking points; total: 196 marking points (65%); final grade: 'C'.

Of these 31 candidates, 11 had their final grade lowered, and 20 had it raised. The change in the final grade may be very important to some candidates. Eight candidates had their written grade of 'P' raised to a final 'C', which meant that they had matriculated. Four candidates had their written grade of 'N' raised to a final 'P'. This meant that they could sit for the supplementary examination in February if they wanted the opportunity to matriculate (by gaining at least a 'C' in this subject). With a final 'N' they would have had to repeat a year if they needed this subject for matriculation purposes. (Appendix B.)

Final and oral pass and failure rates.

It was found that 94.3% of the candidates who passed in the final result also passed the oral examination, whereas 56.6% of those candidates who failed in their final result also failed the oral. (Appendix C.) Looking at this question from the other angle, there was not much difference. Of those candidates who passed the oral, 91.3% also passed in the final result, and of those who failed the oral, 61.2% also failed in the final result. (Appendix D.) Of the 38.8% who failed the oral but passed in the final result, 32.7% gained a final 'C' and 6.1% a final 'B'.

Correlation between final and oral results.

The highest correlation is at the two extremes. Of those candidates who obtained a final 'A', no one failed the oral, and of those who failed the oral, no one gained an 'A' in the final result. The other figures still show a definite correlation but not to such an extent. Of all the candidates who gained a final grade of 'B', for example, 20% gained an 'A', 53.1% a 'B', 24.2% a 'C' and 2.7% failed in the oral. (Appendix E.)

Correlation with reading and dictation results.

When the oral marks are broken down into those gained for reading and those gained in the dictation and then compared with the final result, some interesting observations can be made. Of the candidates who gained a final grade of 'A', 81.4% obtained an 'A' for the dictation, but only 57.2% gained an 'A' for reading. Of those candidates who failed in the final result, only 14.6% failed the reading, but 75.3% failed in the dictation. (Appendix F.) A look at these last two figures could lead to the conclusion that candidates consistently gained higher marks for their reading than for their dictation, but a check of all results showed that little more than half the candidates (58%) gained a higher mark for their reading than for their dictation.
A comparison of the number of candidates who obtained the different grades in the various sections of the Senior German examination will explain the difference between reading and dictation results. (Appendix G.) The dictation results do not follow the usual pattern. There is a higher than normal percentage of 'A's and also a higher than normal percentage of 'N's. The very low failure rate in the reading can perhaps be explained by the fact that the average candidate gets 6.5 marks (out of ten) for his reading of each passage, but there seems to be no apparent explanation for the unusually high number of 'A's and 'N's in the dictation results.

Correlation between prepared and unprepared reading.

With 70.9% of the candidates, the marks in the two reading passages did not vary more than one half of a mark (plus or minus). Whereas some candidates received up to three marks less for their unprepared than for their prepared reading, no candidate obtained more than one mark more for his unprepared than for his prepared reading. Altogether 57.9% of the candidates did better in their prepared than in their unprepared reading. (Appendix H.) For this comparison, the marks were available for only 253 candidates, representing 35.5% of the total number of candidates. The question which originally led to this survey can now be answered. There is a very high correlation between the written and the final results, and there is also a definite correlation between the oral and the final results, but this is not high enough or consistent enough to allow a deduction to be made of a candidate's oral result from his final result. Even when the oral results is known, no true indication is given of this candidate's performance in the dictation or reading.

It would be interesting to see whether or not a similar survey for German or other languages in other states would produce similar results. It would be of value to know whether or not the pattern changes when conversation is included in the oral examination.